4/19/21 Dear, Dear,

Dear, and yet again Dear Spectrum

(The final side/episode of a double album set, I hope, and yet another 6000 words)
Continuing with the theme from my last email, “It’s you and not me,” what is seen below is a visual
representation of my speed test data provided to you previously in an Excel worksheet.

The numbers in the chart above represent the Mbps speed achieved.
As you can see, only on two of the tests was the provisioned speed achieved when wired to the
router via Cat7 cables. Both of these were on the Random Lake (Spectrum Intranet) test site. The
highest speed achieved on the Wisconsin Rapids site was 222Mbps well short of the provisioned speed.
No tests on the wireless category achieved the provisioned speed, nor were they expected to,
despite the computers being placed within four feet of the router. The highest readings were again
achieved on the Random Lake speed test site. (Spectrum Intranet)
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In addition, twenty-two speed test sites shown in the graphic below, all default to Renaissance
Learning, Inc. Wisconsin Rapids, WI as the optimal speed test site. Using my Spectrum Internet
connection, this test site shows lower speeds than the preferred site of Spectrum technicians, Random
Lake (Spectrum Intranet) (see previous email) https://myspeedcheck.net/speedtest/Mediacom (click
on the chart to follow.)
The Real Digital Divide? Advertised Vs. Actual Internet Speeds
Our data shows that 15% of internet users in the U.S. — nearly 45 million
people — aren’t getting the speeds they’re paying for. On average, Americans
are getting 79% of the speed they pay for.
Cable and fiber are by far the most common home internet connections in the
U.S., but they’re also the most likely to under-deliver, with most people
getting only a quarter of the speeds they’re paying for.
Allconnect’s internal data shows that cable and fiber Internet providers
advertise faster speeds than they actually deliver, while the FCC’s report
shows the opposite.
https://www.allconnect.com/blog/advertised-vs-actual-internet-speeds
Research from Purdue University
FCC/M-Lab Speed Ratios

Table shows average advertised FCC speeds* as well as average test
speeds from M-Lab. The download and upload ratios were calculated by
dividing the FCC speed by the M-Lab speed.
https://pcrd.purdue.edu/the-real-digital-divide-advertised-vs-actualinternet-speeds/

Name

State

Type

Income
Category

Manitowoc Wisconsin Suburban Middle

Avg. M-Lab
Download
(Mbps)

Avg. M-Lab
Upload
(Mbps)

FCC Avg.
Download
(Mbps)

FCC Avg.
Download Upload
Upload
Ratio
Ratio
(Mbps)

25.859

5.798

146.063

10.775

5.6

1.9

*According to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Form 477 ISP self-reported dataset—which is historically
been proven to significantly overestimate both availability and the speeds provided by Internet providers.
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When I mentioned my issues with getting Netflix and Amazon Prime Video to play in HD, and
wondered which of them was throttling me, the Spectrum Field Sup. Mgr. told me that they do not
throttle speed. But why does the below exist then?
Spectrum’s Bandwidth Throttling Policy
Even with their FCC conditional merger agreement not to introduce data caps for seven years, and are
not trying to renege on that agreement, Spectrum does include a bandwidth throttling policy in the fine
print of their residential Internet acceptable use policy.
Note that they never updated the policy to use their new company name.
Charter uses a variety of reasonable network management tools and practices consistent with industry
standards. In the event the periods of congestion necessitate such management, Charter has available
the following tools and practices (without limitation and as may be adjusted over time): (i) use of an
upper limit of bandwidth allocated for uploading of files during congested periods; (ii) Subscriber
Traffic Management (STM) technology to temporarily lower the priority of traffic with the greatest
impact on peak congestion; (iii) spam filtering and detection techniques; and (iv) measures to protect
the security and integrity of its network, resources and subscribers. In limited instances if employed,
these techniques may affect the throughput rate at which subscribers may send and receive data, the
ability of users to establish session connections within the network, or result in the delay of certain
traffic during times of peak congestion. https://www.bandwidthplace.com/bandwidth-throttling-andyour-spectrum-internet-service/
Frequency of network tests
The FCC requires service providers to start network testing starting on the third quarter of 2019. Test
results are to be submitted by July 1, 2020 and include the third and fourth quarters of 2019. The FCC is
very clear about when and for how long tests should run:
 Testing window – Tests should run for one week during each quarter between 6:00 PM and
12:00 AM local time.
 Test frequency latency measurements– For latency testing, tests should run every minute for
each of the (above) listed testing windows. If the subscriber’s network consumption exceeds 64
Kbps, then the provider can cancel the measurement until this value is below 64 Kbps.
 Test frequency speed measurements – Service providers should run at least one speed
measurement per hour, starting at the first hour of the testing window. Speed measurements
should be run both directions, download and upload. Similar to latency, if the subscriber is
consuming more than 64 Kbps download and 32 Kbps upload, then testing can be postponed by
one minute, until tests are run or canceled for that testing hour.
To comply with the FCC guidelines, 80 percent of the download measurements should be equal
to, or higher than, the required download speed. The same holds true for the upload
measurements. In the case of the round trip latency measurements, 95% or more of all the
latency tests are “at or below 100 ms when measured between the customer premises and a
remote server that is located at or reached by passing through an FCC-designated IXP”
(Internet Exchange Point). https://netbeez.net/blog/fcc-requirements-network-speed-latency/
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“They oversell their capacity on the basis that there won’t be a time when everybody uses it at once.
The phone companies have been doing this for years. There are network planners who work out
exactly how much capacity they need to stay ahead of demand.
There is a limit based on hardware within the ISP. This is much larger than any one user, but it’s likely
to be much less than the sum of all the provisioning for all the users. This works much like bank
deposits do - the ISP depends on the users not demanding their full bandwidth all at the same time.
How much total speed to they have? That’s hard to answer because it’s not a single really big
connection. They might have terabits of connection to some ISP’s and only 10 or 100 gigabits to others.
ISPs get the bandwidth they sell from IXPs (Internet Exchange Points) and transport it to customers. At
each IXP, they’re able to meet and exchange traffic with a set of other ISPs.
So the total amount of bandwidth an ISP has to sell is the sum of the bandwidth it’s able to deliver to
and from all IXPs combined, less any inefficiencies due to lack of interconnections (peering) at those
IXPs, plus a little bit because occasionally the ISP’s own customers will want to talk to each other, and
that traffic doesn’t need to go to an IXP and back. Speed x distance = cost.
The closer a customer is to the IXP they’re using bandwidth from, generally speaking, the faster their
connection will be at a given price. But since customers generally want to use bandwidth from a lot of
different IXPs, and don’t distinguish between them, in reality each customer is getting a blend of
bandwidth sourced from IXPs all over the world.
A good ISP is going to have multiple connections with the greater Internet -some combination of direct
ISP-to-ISP connections, or ISP-to-datacenter, or ISP-to-internet-exchange.
This means that they’ll try a variety of mechanisms to prevent excessive use by a few customers from
making too many of the well behaved customers from leaving for another ISP, calling the help desk,
filing trouble reports, or even (in the rare case where it’s possible) jump to another ISP.
They want enough capacity to keep the revenue stream flowing and deal with some peaks, but not
waste money providing peak service that’s rarely used. It’s like a fast-food restaurant pre-making fries
or burgers to anticipate a lunch rush - keep the customers happy but don’t have too much waste at the
end of the rush.
The further you get away from the customer, the less meaningful the idea of a “total divided to users”
is. It works best on a neighborhood basis. It might work OK on a city basis, if the ISP has only a single
main connection to its infrastructure. It barely matters across something the size of a US state. Not at
all across a country. And is laughable across a continent.” https://www.quora.com/How-ISPsdetermine-speed-for-the-users-What-is-the-total-internet-speed-an-ISP-has-and-according-to-what-itgets-divided-to-users?share=1
“While the infrastructure and services provided by Spectrum have seen high ratings, their reputation
with the Better Business Bureau (BBB) is less promising. The BBB gave Spectrum an F rating, the lowest
grade possible. This measurement seeks to evaluate how a company interacts with its customers and
can reflect a company’s customer service. The biggest drawback to Spectrum Internet is its history of
poor customer service, as evidenced by its BBB and J.D. Power reports. Spectrum’s monthly fees are
also a bit higher than other cable providers.” https://www.reviews.com/utilities/internet/chartercommunications-review/
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**UPDATE** 4/14/21
I had a call today from a Spectrum VP named Melissa regarding my issues. She seemed genuinely
interested and yet uninformed regarding my latest communications and test data, or pretended to be,
in an attempt to hear my side of the story directly from me. She told me that she had removed the
truck roll charge from my bill, and that these charges are automatically applied unless the technician
removes them. Automatic opt in, how nice.
She asked me what I wanted and I told her fiber to my house and to grow up to be George Jetson.
But seriously, I explained how the price is too high for the limited service, and that I am looking for a
discounted rate, as I am now sure that Spectrum cannot actually deliver 400Mbps to my house. Also
that I am highly confident that fact based on my testing, and that this is not the fault of my equipment.
If the Spectrum 400Mbps service is only available to specific types of computers, phones, or
Internet browsers, and then only to one Random Lake test site (Spectrum Intranet), then their
advertising should reflect those conditions and stipulations.
She was primarily looking to find a resolution to this issue. She agreed to further consult with her
team, look further into the issue, and get back to me later this week.
Meanwhile I will provide some additional info.
Spectrum Internet Plans and Prices
Plan

Download Speeds up to

Price per month

Spectrum Internet

200 Mbps

$49.99

Spectrum Internet Ultra

400 Mbps

$64.99

Spectrum Internet Gig

940 Mbps

$104.99

Data effective 1/19/2021

Remember the competitive examples from the previous email?
Here is what your competition would be like if we had a free and open market. You know what I mean, that
whole invisible hand of the free market thing Republicans talk endlessly about.
 Verizon FiOS Gigabit 940/880 Mbps speeds $69.99 /mo.
 AT&T Internet 1000 940/880Mbps $60 /mo.
 Gigabit Internet by XFINITY from Comcast 1 Gbps/35 Mbps $70.00 /mo.
 Gigabit Pro by XFINITY 2Gbps/2Gbps ( Fiber To The Home (FTTH) OMG!

According to the Wisconsin Broadband map, Spectrum offers 940Mbps but cannot even provide
400Mbps to me?

https://maps.psc.wi.gov/apps/WisconsinBroadbandMap/
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Given the current Spectrum plan above, I do not understand why I should be paying $94.99 for what
appears to be a fairly reliable 200-250Mbps connection.
It seems like your installation system is setup to provide a false and phony reading on a phone via a
Spectrum Intranet from Two Rivers to Random Lake. This is exactly what the first and second on-site
technicians did here at my home.
A more realistic speed testing process would involve a Charter FTP server located at your first hop
datacenter. This site could then be used to download sample 1GB files for testing actual download
speed, at least to your first hop. Again, this whole idea of testing to a local server is an outdated and
inaccurate historical remnant of the cable TV days of providing local cable television service to the
home.
I believe that your advertisements should look more like this:

https://www.spectrum.com/ultra (proposed)
Failing that approach, a speedtest.net site should be located on one of your network servers at your
first hop of 096-034-023-212.biz.spectrum.com [96.34.23.212]. IP2Location puts this at Fitchburg, WI.
This appears to be an IXP and would be a much more realistic test in my mind.
When you stop and think about it, I am paying Spectrum for a connection to the Internet, not a
Charter/Spectrum Intranet. I am paying for a connection to the Internet backbone IXP, not to some
random server in Random Lake, Wisconsin.
About Internet Exchanges
An internet exchange or IXP is a switching
platform where internet carriers can
exchange peering traffic with each other.
Exchanging peering traffic over an
internet exchange point rather than via
direct peering enables a carrier to
interconnect with multiple networks via
one uplink and thereby reduce the cost
and complication of peering.
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In having my volunteered assistance in troubleshooting this problem over the past few months, I
have asked all three of the Field Supervisor Mgrs. who came to my home the same two questions:
1. Is there anyone else in my node who has Internet provisioning above the standard 100mbps
service?
2. How far away from my location, does the fiber out of the Two Rivers office terminate and get
changed over to copper?
Both of these questions seem to me to be important in troubleshooting the problem. Yet the
answer to both questions from all three was, “I don’t know.” I might be able to understand if they do
not want to say for some valid reason, proprietary corporate info, privacy, Homeland Security etc., but
the answers should be that then. They did say that there are 210 devices on the local node. I have 10 of
those myself.
The Field Supervisor Regional Manager when asked also did not know these answers but said that
this information was in fact available to the Field Supervisor Mgrs. on their hand held devices.
Go figure.
So things do not seem to be getting any better for you now. You seem to being going backwards in
popularity. From seventh to eighth, you are running but the others are running faster.

Although it looks like things might be picking up in 2021.

https://www.speedtest.net/global-index/united-states#fixed
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Although as a country, we seemed to have slipped from 12th to 14th in the world. 

https://www.speedtest.net/global-index/united-states#fixed

Although our 800 local school kids do not seem to be doing that great at 144Mbps in comparison to
Two Rivers 1300 kids at 6,432Mbps (6.4Gbps), Manitowoc’s 5000 kids at 4,272Mbps (4.7Gbps), 20,000
kids in Racine at 38,560Mbps (38.5Gbps) , and Milwaukee’s 78,000 kids at 249,640Mbps (250Gbps).
Note: The FCC recommended bandwidth is 1Mbps per student.

https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/d8451ce9-12e5-4a54-a599-f061a5f4e620/page/mGh4B
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Yet more Internet Speed Testing
Web-based speed tests use Flash applets, Java applets, or JavaScript that execute within the user’s
web browser. Most cable operators have bursting enabled now, so they can claim, "we're sending you
data a gigabit rates for picosecond periods.”
The difference in server locations is why you likely see different speed results when trying different
tests, like Ookla’s, Netflix’s, or Google’s. Your ISP might also offer a speed test, like Comcast, Spectrum,
or AT&T. However, you probably should not rely on an ISP-generated speed test. Their tests are
optimized for ideal conditions, using servers close to you that are often maintained on the same ISP
network you’re testing from. That means you’ll get a faster result than you might with a Netflix or
Google speed test. It’s fine if you just want to brag about how great your ISP is (that’s the idea), but it’s
bad for getting an idea of your real-world speeds. https://www.howtogeek.com/426757/how-dointernet-speed-tests-work-and-how-accurate-are-they/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_applet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adobe_Flash
SpeedOf.Me
SpeedOf.Me also downloads large contiguous sample files. This is what you usually do when
downloading a webpage or media. This is while other speed test services download small chunks in
parallel and do heavy adjustments to calculate your approximate speed. SpeedOf.Me utilizes several
test servers (PoPs) in various locations, which makes the test result more realistic. Other speed test
services have a different approach to test server location. Some choose the nearest physical test server,
probably inside your ISP. It seems illogical because the speed between you and the selected server is
always higher than your real speed for connecting to the rest of the Internet. All of these reasons make
SpeedOf.Me the most accurate and realistic speed test among all the competitors. Our recommended
browsers are the latest versions of Chrome, Firefox, or Safari.
https://speedof.me/howitworks.html
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Speed test without java or flash http://speedof.me/
SpeedOf.Me is an HTML5 Internet speed test. No Flash or Java needed! It is the smartest and most
accurate online bandwidth test.
My test results, wired Ethernet 11PM:

What is Measurement Lab? Measurement Lab, or M-Lab, is an open source project dedicated to
measuring internet performance around the world creating a public data set of internet performance.
This data is used by researchers, regulators, advocacy groups, and the general public to advocate for
improved internet performance and maintain network quality. You can learn more about
Measurement Lab on their About page.
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Measurement Lab (M-Lab) Speed Test Information
Measure the Internet, save the data, and make it universally accessible and useful.
My results wired Ethernet 11PM:

https://www.measurementlab.net/

Measurement Lab
The Wisconsin Dept. of Instruction (DPI) is committed to improving digital equity in the state of
Wisconsin. As part of our efforts, DPI is collaborating with Measurement Lab (M-Lab) to collect data on
internet connection speeds across Wisconsin. DPI will use M-Lab’s internet speed test data to create
detailed reports and to provide maps of internet connection speeds across the state. These reports can
help the Governor’s Task Force on Broadband Access and other broadband task groups target initiatives
to improve internet speeds statewide. https://dpi.wi.gov/broadband/speed-test
Note: The M-Lab speed test measures the internet speed of the proxy server, if used, not the originating
device in the school room.

So the DPI is using M-Lab to evaluate broadband speeds for the entire state. Seems good enough for
me then. I have no explanation for the above test results. Do you?
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**UPDATE** 4/16/21
Got a voice mail today from the Field Supervisor Regional Manager (FSRM) saying that they were
still analyzing the data and info that I sent them (plotting my demise?) and would get back to me on
Monday. Sent him an email agreeing with this plan and a note that since I am waiting until Monday to
speak to him and not the VP, I am sending more info and I am a bit disappointed. No offense to you but
I thought your boss Melissa and I hit it off over the phone yesterday, as we agreed on some things, and
I made her laugh on a number of occasions. Yet another Charter unrequited love story I guess. Since
we have only just met it is too soon to write a blues song about this one however.:-)
Since I had some more time, I did some more digging. More testing today. 14 hops to anywhere.
I have discontinued the use of the Open Visual Trace Route software since the Geo location has
been found to be inaccurate. Open Source Software-every can look at it, but no one apparently does.
I was working on my website today and had occasion to download a large file. I tracked the results
and display them below. So in summary I am seeing a 50Mbps download, albeit via a wireless
connection which reports in the 80Mbps range on the speedtest.net sites.
50.4Mbps FTP speed with a 775 MB file down from Cyberlynk.net using WS_FTP software.
In thinking more about my slow FTP (file transfer protocol) like IP (Internet protocol) only different, I
decided to run a trace route on Cyberlynk.net , on the left below, where my website is, and compare it
to the trace route I sent you earlier to Spectrum.com on the right below. The good news is there is four
less hops, but my packets have to bounce around Wisconsin, and then visit California and Texas before
getting to cyberlynk.net in Franklin after one last stop in Chicago. I would like Spectrum to get me
400Mbps to an IXP like Madison or Chicago without chasing around the state and around the country.
Remember that a trace route only gives you a small part of the overall picture and does not show
delays really. I wish I had visibility into your peering agreements. I could fix this for you. 
Tracing route to cyberlynk.net 66.185.30.186
96.34.23.212 Fitchburg Wisconsin
96.34.30.25 Wausau Wisconsin
96.34.24.83 Eau Claire Wisconsin
96.34.24.136 Eau Claire Wisconsin
96.34.2.153 Riverside California
96.34.3.55 Dallas Texas
4.68.38.253 Dallas Texas
4.14.170.82 Chicago Illinois
66.185.29.234 Franklin Wisconsin
66.185.30.186 Franklin Wisconsin

Note: Geo locations from
https://www.iplocation.net/ip-lookup
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I also came up with what I think is a better visualization of my slow speed situation.

And another even better one:
SPEED TESTS ON SPECTRUM INTERNET ULTRA 400MBPS SERVICE BY COMPUTER
GREEN/BLUE PAIR IS WIRED
ORANGE/BLUE PAIR IS WIRELESS
FIRST READNG IS WIS. RAPIDS
SECOND READING IS RANDOM LAKE
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At this point, I am feeling a bit like the loveable doofus Clark Griswold who took his family on an
arduous, humorous, and disaster filled cross-country sightseeing automobile trip from Chicago to Los
Angeles. They suffered tremendously on this journey on a persistent quest to enjoy a planned day at
the theme park Wally World, only to find it closed for maintenance.
Or perhaps I am more like Don Quixote, a self-appointed knight thinking he can right the wrongs of
corporate Internet monopolies, but is actually just riding full tilt against corporate windmills.
But maybe, just maybe, I should be feeling like Ed Snowden discovering deep and dark dirty hidden
secrets, like modified Spectrum test equipment reflecting inaccurate overly positive speed test results.
Are some or all of Spectrum technician issued phones as well as some Spectrum technician issued
laptops modified? Are these Java software applets or scripts and/or possibly the Chrome browser
software modified at the server, client, or both? Why did the FSSMgr test my speed successfully,
plugged into my router rather than their touchstone, which has always been at the modem? Why was
he so sure he could get the provisioned speed with his phone and laptop?
Why can’t 11 of my devices (2 phones/2 tablets/3 laptops/4 desktops) consistently achieve
provisioned speeds even at test sites within 100 miles of me? Why couldn’t 4 of their devices (3
laptops/1phone) achieve it? Yet there are 5 of their devices that could in fact consistently obtain
provisioned speed (4 phones/1 laptop? Inquiring minds want to know.
4/19/21 No call as promised today, just crickets. Are they still plotting my demise?
4/20/21 Got a call from Spectrum Customer Retention today. They offered me a discounted rate off
of their standard service rate (not the higher Ultra rate) for 12 months and then a discounted rate
going forward to infinity. They also wiped my account balance to zero. This is a positive note on the
billing end. Now what is going to happen on the technical provisioning end, remains to be seen.
4/20/21 Got an email from the FSSRMgr questioning the source of the test data that I sent him
previously. He made no mention of the missed phone call, and the test data source was clearly
identified in what I sent him, but I sent it to him again. Stalling or busy?
4/20/21 Got a call from the FSSRMgr late in the day and he indicated that he had intervened with
Customer Retention and was following up to see if they had contacted me. I said thanks and that they
had made me a fair offer, which I accepted. He also said that he has been real busy but has been
reviewing the materials I have sent. The VP is traveling but will try to call me in the next couple of days.
4/23 Got a call from the VP; the theme of the call was what the “End User Agreement” says. No
promised speed to the Internet, just a vague promise of a connection to any location up to 70% of
400Mbps. I questioned integrity of the test site; she proclaimed the virtue of the entire corporation,
despite the lawsuits, F ratings in customer service, and the FCC basically saying that they did not trust
their self-reported coverage and speeds. In the end, I said that we would have to agree to disagree.
But I guess for now that whole Cable TV service mentality will continue to prevail at
Charter/Spectrum. It appears as if some FCC/FTC/State Attorney’s General intervention will be
required here to mend this potential monopoly behavior and alleged fraud.
So this will be my final letter Dear Spectrum. I will allow the FCC, FTC, and the Wisconsin DATCP and
perhaps the Wisconsin Attorney General take it from here.
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Executive Summary
(Seems appropriate after me spilling some 20,000 words across 4 letters/2 months on this saga)





















Late Feb I upgraded to Ultra speed and did not get a noticeable speed bump from 100Mbps.
Called Tech Support and they rolled a truck, replaced the modem, and said it was fine but my
router was stuck. Still did not get it. Hitron modem.
Called Tech Support again and they rolled a truck and said it was fine but my router was stuck.
Still did not get it.

Replaced my 5yr old $300 router
with a new $350 one
Still did not get it so I called Tech Support again, and they rolled a truck and found out it was
not fine, worked on some cable issues, had a supervisor re-provision over the phone and it
improved but not completely.
They rolled a truck FSS did some testing, was verbally abusive, changed the modem, but found
out it was not fine. Ubee modem.
They rolled two trucks a tech and a different FSS did some testing, was a nice guy, changed the
modem, but found out it was not fine. Testing with a laptop not good at my PED or in
neighborhood either. Technicolor modem.
They rolled two more trucks, a different FFS and FFSM sup Mgr., did some testing, were nice
guys, but found out it was not fine except with their one laptop and phone on one Random
Lake test site. They pronounced it to be OK based on that. I still did not get it. I did have
progress in a speed increase from about 150Mbps to 200-250Mbps during this time however.
I wrote and emailed the first if four long letters to five of Charter Corp officers. Included lyrics
for my first original song “Got the Spectrum Blues” with lyrics rhyming Spectrum to Rectum.
The song blamed Charter/Spectrum and “hops” as the problem but also blamed LiMu, Doug,
Kevin Bacon and others. I also included a complete .mp3 audio recording file of this lyrics with
BB King like guitar riffs and Chuck Berry like Honky Tonk piano licks.
I produced a comprehensive testing spreadsheet of nine of my computers. Clearly showing I still
did not get it.
Spoke multiple times, sent multiple emails to FSSRM
Wrote the second letter providing more data and a semi-invented corporate meeting scenario
as to why I suspected I could not get the advertised speed. More song lyrics.
Wrote the third letter to provide more info, my contact with the FCC and FTC, and to whine
about my encounter with your clueless Spectrum billing department. More song lyrics.
Now you are reading the fourth and final letter providing some additional data, some
speculation and accusations, and hopefully a conclusion to this saga.
Spectrum Customer Retention made me a reasonable concession offer on monthly pricing.
An admission of guilt/fault?
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The following is a two sentence, summary of this entire affair.
After many, many Spectrum technician visits, testing, emails, and phone calls, I can get a
460Mbps speed test result to Random Lake (55 miles), while at the same time I can only get a
160Mbps speed test to Wisconsin Rapids (120 miles), and a 50Mbps speed test result to M-Labs in
Chicago (200 miles) where the IXP Internet backbone resides. These are Charter/Spectrum
Intranet results versus the actual Internet.

Afterword
(Never would have thought this would be necessary)

I have been sharing versions of this simple message with local, state, and federal leaders lately.
I believe that this message applies to the future of your corporation as well.
So I will leave you with these thoughts to ponder.
Politicians,
Now we must focus because we as a State do not want to miss out on the next wave of funding
coming soon. $100 billion for broadband
The restrictive laws you have put into place banning or restricting municipal and nonprofit Internet
providers jeopardizes this funding I believe. It certainly contradicts the pending broadband funding
priorities coming from the administration and eventually I believe from the FCC.
Coddling the incumbent monopoly providers who have promised and yet not delivered fiber optic
cabling for the past thirty years have proven that the invisible hand of the free market does not work
here, (if it actually works anywhere) despite 400 billion dollars plus of tax subsidies/grants/corporate
welfare.
http://www.tcw.org/lefty/Short%20Stories/Telecom%20Book%20of%20Broken%20Promises.pdf
My previous emails to you also reveal that these existing incumbent monopolies, i.e. Comcast,
Charter/Spectrum, AT&T, do not now even consistently deliver the slower speeds, which they advertise
and charge money for. I have filed complaints regarding this situation with the FCC, FTC, and WI
DATCP. A closer inspection of these practices may well reveal fraudulent activities and/or monopoly
behavior.
Meanwhile, we in rural Wisconsin need you to “get with the program” to promote the educational
and employment opportunities, as well as the economic development that real rural broadband will
bring. I do not mean the phony 25Mbps that the FCC calls broadband. I mean 1Gbps symmetrical fiber
optic connections from the home or business directly to the Internet backbone.
If you think about this for a bit, this idea is not unlike the Great Lakes and Mississippi River ports,
the railroad systems, the town, county, state, and Interstate highway systems, rural electrification, RFD
postal service, and the public water and sewer systems of the past. These systems helped build this
state. Economic development follows the infrastructure. Chickens lay eggs. It is a simple yet basic
historical lesson.
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PS. Charter Must Pay $19 Million For Tricking Customers Into Switching ISPs (arstechnica.com)
A judge has ordered Charter Communications to pay $19.2 million to Windstream for lying to customers in
order to trick them into switching from Windstream to Charter's Spectrum Internet service. Charter also faces a
$5,279 penalty for shutting off service to hundreds of Windstream's resale customers. Ars Technica reports:
When Windstream filed for bankruptcy in early 2019, Charter began a "literally false and intentionally misleading
advertising campaign intended to create the impression, using mailings designed to seem as if they were coming
from the Debtors [Windstream], that the Debtors were going out of business," said an order issued Thursday by
Judge Robert Drain of US Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York. Charter's goal with the mailings
"was to induce the Debtors' customers to terminate their contracts and switch to Charter by sending them
literally false and intentionally misleading information about the Debtors' bankruptcy cases and financial
wherewithal," the ruling said. Charter premised its ad campaign "on false assertions regarding the Debtors'
bankruptcy cases," the ruling said.
"We are gratified that Judge Drain's ruling means Charter will have to pay a significant price for its egregious
false advertising," Windstream General Counsel Kristi Moody said, according to a FierceTelecom article. "Charter
knew full well what it was doing when it embarked on a dishonest scare-tactic campaign to lure away our
customers. At Windstream, we will always aggressively defend ourselves and our customers against predatory
schemes and meritless allegations." Well, isn’t that just special!, says me.

PPS.
Federal Communications Commission member Michael O’Rielly argued that "Internet access is not a necessity
or human right" and called this one of the most important "principles for regulators to consider as it relates to
the Internet and our broadband economy." https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2015/06/internetaccess-not-a-necessity-or-human-right-says-fcc-republican/?itm_source=parsely-api
I guess that depends are if you are looking at this from a 1% view or a 99% view. Are education, employment,
housing, and inclusion in a participatory democracy human rights? Perhaps not, but maybe these rights are
covered by that whole Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness clause?

PPPS.
FCC Urges Americans To Run Internet Speed App To Counter Broadband Data Fudging
(theregister.com)
The FCC is encouraging netizens to use its internet speed mobile app in an effort to finally get accurate
broadband data across the United States. The Register reports: In an announcement on Monday, the telecoms
regulator noted that "the app provides a way for consumers to test the performance of their mobile and in-home
broadband networks" and "provides the test results to the FCC." It stops far short of saying that the data will be
used to make policy decisions, however, saying only that the figures gathered "will help to inform the FCC's
efforts to collect more accurate and granular broadband deployment data."
The public push doesn't mean that things are going to get better soon. Big Cable has aggressively -- and
successfully -- argued in the past that data provided by users over an app is not sufficiently robust to form the
basis of governmental decisions. And so the FCC will have to use the results as a way to push for change rather
than use the data to make direct decisions. Everybody, including numerous states, cities, congressfolk and the
GAO, know that the official FCC data provided by ISPs is not worth the paper it's written on. But broader usage
of the app should expose just how inaccurate official figures are, which should in turn provide enough impetus
for change. The bigger question is whether enough progress is made in the next four years to make any
difference.
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PPPPS. (If there even is such a thing)
Striking Charter Workers Build ISP Where 'Profits Are Returned To Users' (arstechnica.com)
Charter Communications employees who have been on strike since 2017 are building an Internet service
provider in New York City called "People's Choice." "People's Choice Communications is an employee-owned
social enterprise launched by members of IBEW Local #3 to bridge the digital divide and help our neighbors get
connected to the Internet during the COVID-19 pandemic," the ISP's website says. "We are the workers who built
a large part of New York City's Internet infrastructure in the first place. We built out [Charter] Spectrum's cable
system, until in 2017, the company pushed us out on strike by taking away our healthcare, retirement, and other
benefits. It's now the longest strike in US history."
So far, People's Choice says it has completed rooftop antenna installations at two schools in the Bronx and
installed "hardline connections to wireless access points connecting 121 units" at housing for survivors of
domestic violence who have disabilities. A Gizmodo article said the system is equipped to offer minimum speeds
of 25Mbps downstream and 3Mbps upstream, meeting a broadband standard that has been used by the Federal
Communications Commission since 2015. "We have a big portion of most of the Bronx covered with our
antenna," IBEW Local #3 steward Troy Walcott told Gizmodo. "Now we have to go building by building to let
people know we're out there and start turning them on." "A few dozen Spectrum strikers have been actively
involved in the installations, but Walcott expects that at least one hundred workers are waiting in the wings for
the project to scale up," the Gizmodo article said. "We work in affordable housing, supportive housing, co-op
housing, NYCHA [NYC Housing Authority], homeless shelters, and regular old apartment complexes," the
webpage notes. You can fill out this form if you're interested in bringing broadband to your building.
"After we build out a network in your building, it transfers to cooperative ownership, so profits are returned
to users," the People's Choice website says. "We are able to provide high-speed service in most cases for $10$20/month. No more cable company ripping you off, and as an owner, you have a vote in policies like data
privacy."

It seems to me like Charter is in the news a lot lately and none if it seems to be too good.
And finally…
“I know who you are, I know what you want. I can tell you that I do not have enough money for
you... but what I do have are a very particular set of skills. Skills I have acquired over a very long
career. Skills that make me a nightmare for corporations like you. I will find out about you, I will test
your speed and latency, and I will report your shortcomings.” (A paraphrase of Liam Neeson as Bryan
Mills in the movie Taken)
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I guess some lucky souls are getting this letter. This could have prevented my whole 2-month ordeal.
Northeast Wisconsin is noticeably absent any of these letters.
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